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This paper aims at evaluating the performance of mobile agent in obtaining data in servers by introducing a factor "lifetime". Lifetime is the time from a mobile agent's creation to the termination of its work. First, this paper clarify correlation of factors which have been introduced for mobile agent performance (Fig. 1 ). Fig. 1 shows that the lifetime has relations with many factors which determine the performance of mobile agents.
Then, with focusing on the lifetime and the number of mobile agents, we formalize the problem about an efficient mobile agent information retrieval, and show that this problem is NP complete. Therefore, because lifetime and the number of mobile agents have a relation of a trade-off, even when the lifetime is set to a constant, it is difficult to determine the optimal schedule of mobile agents in rounding servers.
In consequence, we have conducted computer simulations with NS-2 (Network Simulator version2). We examine the effect of lifetime on mobile agent performance in terms of traffic rates, and discussing about the meaning to introduce the lifetime for more efficient information retrieval by mobile agents. Fig. 2 (low traffic) and Fig. 3 (heavy traffic) show the behaviors of "number of mobile agents" and "maximum number of traveled nodes" in terms of "target existing rate" and "lifetime," respectively. The left-side figure of Fig. 2 , when lifetime is short we have to prepare more numbers of mobile agents. In the right-side figure, as the target existing rate approaches to 100%, there is a tendency for the "maximum number of traveled nodes" to become equal. In consequence, in low traffic rate, the lifetime needs to be determined with taking target existing rates of servers into consideration.
On the other hand, in heavy traffic rate, despite the increase of the number of mobile agents, the use of short lifetime can increase the efficiency in obtaining targets not depending on target existing rates at servers. The knowledge acquired from the simulation is as follows. In general, high and low transmission speeds of a line can be corresponded to low traffic rate and high traffic rate, respectively. To perform information retrieval with mobile agents, if we use high speed network, we need to choose an appropriate value of life time with considering target existing rate. On the other hand, if we use low speed network, the efficiency of information retrieval can be improved by preparing enough number of mobile agents and setting short lifetime without considering the dependency of it with target existing rate. This paper aims at evaluating the performance of mobile agent in obtaining data in servers by introducing a factor "lifetime". Lifetime is the time from a mobile agent's creation to dispatch. After clarifying correlations of factors which have been introduced for mobile agent performance, we discuss about the meaning to introduce the lifetime for more efficient information retrieval by mobile agents. Then, with focucing on the lifetime and the number of mobile agents, we formalize the problem about an efficient mobile agent information retrieval, and show that this problem is NP complete. With computer simulations, we examine the effect of lifetime on mobile agent performance in terms of traffic rates. In low traffic rate, the lifetime needs to be determined with taking target existing rates of servers into consideration. On the other hand, in high traffic rate, despite the increase of the number of mobile agents, the use of short lifetime can increase the efficiency in obtaining targets not depending on target existing rates at servers. 
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